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The central series of groups and Lie algebras play a fundamental rbie in 
the algebraic topology of simply connected spaces: see for example 
[7, 9, 191. These concepts, however, do not lend themselves to dea! with 
non-simply connected spaces, and topologists have feit for a Iong time that 
there is a lack of methods for studying spaces with non-trivial fundamental 
group. 
The I-truncation 
of a simplicial group is equivalent to a pre-crossed module 
d, : ker(d,) --+ G,: 
where ker(d,) is a group with operators in 6,. Therefore a pre-crossed 
module corresponds exactly to that low dimensional part of a space which 
gives a presentation of the fundamental group. 
Let 2: M--+ N be a pre-crossed module, where the action of N on M is 
written c( -+ ( )“. If J, JEM we call Pkffer comnmtuto~ of .Y and ,Y the 
element 
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The element (x, y) is also reffered to as a basic Peijyfer element; see [4], 
for example. 
In this paper we study the central series defined in a pre-crossed module 
by Peiffer commutators. Our principal objective is an extension of the 
following classical result of Witt [24]. 
THEOREM A. The quotients of the centrul series of a group form a Lie 
algebra which is a free Lie algebra if the group is free. 
Theorem A is a basic tool in group theory and topology. For example it 
is used by Curtis [7-91 as a starting point for his results on reduced sim- 
plicial groups and simply connected spaces. The following generalization of 
Theorem A allows an extension of such results to spaces which are not 
simply connected. 
THEOREM B. The quotients of the Pe{ffer central series form a partial Lie 
algebra which is a free partial Lie algebra if the pre-crossed module is free 
with a free group of operators. 
Most of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem B. In case the 
group of operators is trivial the Peiffer central series is the same as the cen- 
tral series of a group and then Theorem B coincides with Witt’s theorem 
above. 
First applications of Theorem B are contained in [2, 63. The restriction 
of Theorem B to the second quotient of the Peiffer central series was 
obtained in [2] by a geometric argument and is used there for the con- 
struction of minimal algebraic models of 4-dimensional Cl%‘-complexes. 
Moreover, we derive from Theorem B small algebraic models of 3-types by 
the methods in [S]. These examples how that Theorem B can be used for 
the construction of small algebraic models of spaces which avoid the redun- 
dant complexity in a simplicial group. 
1. THE PEIFFER CENTRAL SERIES 
We fix some notation on commutators and Peiffer commutators and we 
introduce the Peiffer central series of a pre-crossed module. Such (pre) 
crossed modules arise naturally from presentation of groups and from 
relative homotopy groups. 
In this paper the group structure +, -, 0 of a group M is written 
additively, though addition + in M needs not be abelian. The element 0 
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denotes the neutral element in M. An N-grotip M is given by an aclicn of 
the group N on M denoted by xi: for x E M, :! E No We have 
for s, I’ E IvI, z, /; E N. A pre-crossed module S : M--i N is a gr~q 
homomorphism together with an action of iv’ on J4 satisfying 
This is a crossed module if in addition 
A mupf: 2 --+ 2’ between pre-crossed modules is a pair of homomorphisms 
f = (n: : M + M’? n : N -+ N’) with 2 ‘m = 172 and ,w(x’) = (nsx)““. 
For a set Z let (Z} be the free group generated by Z. The jfee N-grog 
generated by 2 is the free group (Z x N) generated by the product se; 
Z x N; the action is given on generators by 
for .x E Z, z, /J E N. Moreover, M -+ N is a J?ee pre-crossed rzotizzcie if and 
only if M is a free X-group. In this case the associated crossed module t~see 
(1.15) below) is a free crossed module. 
(1.4) EXAMPLE. Let G = (a,. . . . . a, 1 R,, . . . . I?,,,) be a presentark??? of the 
group 6 with generators ai and relations R,. Then we have 
G = cokernel(2 : izf -+ N). 
where d is the following pre-crossed module. The group N= (Z, ) is the 
free group generated by the set Z, = {aI, . ..) a,; and the group M :s the 
free N-group generated by the set Zz = {R, 9 .~., R,,, f-. The homomorphism 
+? carries the generator ix, x) in M= (Z,xN) to -a+l?+a~N. where 1% 
is the relation given by x s 2,. Thus 2 is a free pre-crossed mod& on a free 
group 1’J. 
(1.5) EXAMPLE. Let (X, A) be a pair of topological spaces with 
basepoint * E A. Then the relative homotopy group )rl(X, A) with the 
boundary homomorphisms 
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is a crossed module by the usual action of rri(A) on rr2(X, A), (such a result 
even holds in any cotibration category; see (11.7.16) in [l]). This example 
was considered by Whitehead in [23], where he introduced the notion of 
a crossed module; see also [20]. Whitehead proved that d,, is actually a 
“free” crossed module if X is obtained from A by attaching 2-cells. See also 
(1.19) below. 
We denote the action via conjugation in a group A4 by 
x?:= -]‘+x+l’ (4 I’ E Ml. (1.6) 
Hence we define the commutator by 
(x, y)= -x-]‘+x+y= -x+x’. (1.7) 
The group M is abelian if (x, ~1) = 0 for all X, YE M. For a pre-crossed 
module i3: M+ N we have in M the Peiffer commutator 
(x,y)=-x-y+x+y~x; (1.8) 
see the Introduction. 
Thus 8 : M + N is a crossed module if and only if (x, u) = 0 for 
all X, 4’ EM. Peiffer commutators are studied, for example in 
[ 13, 16-18,20,21]. They are strongly connected with deep problems like 
the Whitehead question and the Andrews-Curtis conjecture; see for 
example [4, 171. 
We have the following identities for commutators and Peiffer com- 
mutators, respectively. 
(1.9) Witt-Hall identities for commutators: Let X, y, z E M, CI E N: 
(x, y)” = (P, ]q Wl) 
(x, y+z)=(x,z)-z+(x, y)+z 
= (x, z) + (x, y) + ((x, y), z) (W2) 
(x+y,z)= -y+(x,z)+y+(y,z) 
= (x, z) + ((x, z), I’) + (y, z) (W3) 
(4 y) + (y, x) = 0, (x, x) = 0 (W4) 
((x, y), zX) + ((z, x), I’=) + ((y, z), x’) = 0 (W5) 
((x9 Y), z) + ((1’3 z), xl + ((z, .Y), Y) = (Y, x) + (A -x) + (2, y)“+ (4 II) 
+ (x, z)’ + (y, zy + (x, z) + (2, x)“. 
W6) 
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Here (WS), (W6) are actually consequences of (W2). (W3j, and (W4j; see 
flj]. 
(1.10) Identities for Peiffer commutators: Let x7 ~9, ; E M, z E N: 
Let k E M with dk = 0: then 
Here (PS j follows from (P2 j and (P3 ). 
An N-subgroup KC M is a subgroup satisfying k’ E K ior k E K and 2 E ?C. 
For subgroups K,, K1 of M let 
be the subgroup generated by elements k, + k, with rCFe &, k, E RI. 
Similarly let (K,, K, ) c A4 and (K,, K, ) c M be the subgroups generated 
by commutators (k,, k,) and by Peiffer commutators (k,. k,), respec- 
tively. In case KO and K1 are N-subgroups then KO :- K, ~ (K,, K, ) and 
(&, K, > are N-subgroups. If K, and K, are normal subgroups then also 
1;-; + K, and (K,, K, ) are normal. If K, c Ker S one has 
(K3, K, > = (k’,, K, h 
(I. 12) DEFINITION. The (lower) rentrd series Tf, = T,,iM), 
l- ,r+ICr,zC ..’ cl-,cr,=hJ. 
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of the group A4 is defined inductively by 
rn= C tri, rj), 
i + j = II 
where the sum is defined as in (1.11). By (1.9) we have r,, = (f-,-, , M). 
Similarly we introduce the following 
( 1.13) DEFINITION. The (lower) Peiffer central series P, = P,( M + N), 
pn-+1 CP,,C ... cP,cP,=M, 
of the pre-crossed module ii: M+ N is defined inductively by 
ptz= C Cpi, pj). 
rf j=n 
Clearly 13( P,) = 0 for n > 2. It follows from (P5) that P,? is a normal sub- 
group of M. We will provein (2.11) that P,=(P,,-,,M)+(M,P,,-,). 
The group TJM) = (M, M) is the commutator szzbgroup of M and the 
quotient 
Mab = M/T,(M) (1.14) 
is the abeliarzization of M. The group P2(8) = (M, M) is the Peiffer sub- 
group of M in the pre-crossed module ii : M + N; by abuse of language we 
shall talk of the Peiffer subgroup of the pre-crossed module. The 
homomorphism 
M”= ill/P,(~?) -% IV, (1.15) 
induced by d, is the crossed module associated to the pre-crossed module 8 
(we also write 8”’ = a). Let {x} E MC’ be the coset represented by x E M. 
Clearly the action of N on M” is given by {x>* = {x”}. 
(1.16) Remark. We have P,,(M --f N) = P,(M + 8M); that is, the Peiffer 
central series depends only on the image of M, not on the whole of N. In 
particular, when 8 = 0 is the trivial homomorphism, the Peiffer central 
series and the central series coincide: 
P,,(M + N) = l-,(M). 
Next we consider the connection of free pre-crossed modules with 
2-dimensional C W-complexes. Let 3 : M + N be a free pre-crossed module 
on a free group N = (2, ) so that M= ( Z2 x N) is the free N-group 
generated by a set Zz. Let 
xl=V s’ (1.17) 
ZI 
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be a one point union of l-spheres S ’ = Sl, ~ s E Z,, It is well known that the 
fundamental group rc,(X’) is the free group (Z,). Let 
f:VS’+X’ ;i.;a, 
Z2 
be a map which induces the composition xi(f): (Zz) c 44 4 W= (Z, > 
on fundamental groups. The mapping cone 
off is a ?-dimensional CW-cornp1e.v trssociated to 2. Here CS I is the CG~C- 
of S’ or equivalentiy a 2-disk. By a result of Whitehead 1231 we have 
isomorphic crossed modules 
see (i.5) and (1.15). The isomorphism carries an element s E Z2 to the ele- 
ment in 7rz(X, X’) represented by (CSI. s”.k)-+ (A’. X’). Clearly (1.29) 
yields an isomorphism of cokernels 
n= cok(S”‘) = cokjd) = rcr(X). ( 1.21) 
We shall use the following commutative diagram which is compietely 
determined by S: 
Here CO= z[7c] is the group ring of rr and C,, is the free rr-module 
generated by Z,I, (n = 1,2). The maps p and q are the quotient maps. The 
map h, is the q-equivariant homomorphism with /z2(.‘c) =.Y for XE Z,. The 
function h, is uniquely determined by 
121(y) = .I’ 
h,(a + b) = h,(a)q’b’ + h,(b) 
( 1.23: 
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The second equation says that h, is a q-crossed homomorphism. The bottom 
row of (1.22) is an exact sequence of rr-modules and of n-equivariant 
homomorphisms. In fact, d, is the unique map which extends the diagram 
commutatively and d, is given by d,(y)= 1 - [q(y)]. Here [a] EZ[X] is 
the generator for a E n. The map E is the augmentation with &[a] = 1. The 
map h2 induces an isomorphism of rr-modules 
12,: ker(acr) --% K= ker(d,) (1.24) 
Moreover, the kernel of 12, is the commutator subgroup of MC’ so that 
c= (Mcryb= cz. (1.25) 
Compare [23] or VI, Section 1 in [l]. Diagram (1.22) has the following 
geometrical interpretation. Let p : B + X be the universal covering of X. 
Then the bottom row of (1.22) coincides with the cellular chain complex of 
f with 
c,, = H,,(R”, RI1 - ‘). (1.26) 
Now h2 = hp;’ is given by the Hurewicz map 12. In particular, the 
isomorphism (1.24) coincides with the well known Hurewicz isomorphism 
h, = hp;‘: x2(X) z x2(2?) z H&f). (1.27) 
We derive from (1.22) the 
(1.28) LEMMA. The group K is a direct summand of the free abelian 
group C. 
The n-module K, however, need not be a direct summand of the 
n-module C. 
2. ITERATED BRACKETS 
In this section we describe some results on “iterated brackets” obtained 
by forming commutators and Peiffer commutators, respectively. In par- 
ticular, a kind of Jacobi identity for Peiffer commutators is proved. 
Commutators ( , ) and Peiffer commutators ( , ) in M are two different 
binary operations M x M + M. This leads to the following definitions. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A magma is a pair (M, [ , I), where M is a set and 
where [ , ] : M x M + M is a function which carries a pair of elements 
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(x, yj E Mx M to [x, ~1 EM. For a set X let B(X) be the j&c> magma 
generated by X. The elements of B(X) are the iterated brackets 
of length n > I, si E X. Here c is the “type” of the bracket. See 131. 
(2.2) DEFINITION. A double magma is a triple (-M- ( , >, ( 1 ) j, where M 
is a set and where ( , > and ( , ) are functions M x M + M. For a set .Y Iet 
B’(X) be the ,fiee double magma generated by X The elements of 
are iterated double brackets of length I? 3 I. 
These are obtained inductively by forming brackets either by ( 1 ) or by 
( ) )~ For 1~ = 1 we set (x,).=x1. The brackets 
denote brackets of length n inductively formed only by ( i )> msg. by ( , ). 
This corresponds to the two inclusions of B(X) in B’(X). 
For a pre-crossed module 8: M-+ N we have the canonical map ‘between 
double magmas 
B’(M) + M !I; -2’ /‘-.d i 
which extends the identity of M and which cleariy carries ( , 1 to a com- 
mutator and carries ( , ) to a Peiffer commutator. We denote the image of 
a bracket by the same symbol. 
A double bracket in B’(M) is special if the outside bracket is of the form 
( , ). For example 
(i.lc,, (.u,, .q)j, --c,> (2.4) 
is a special double bracket. By definition in (1.13) the group P,, = 
P,,(M-+ N) is generated by all iterated Peiffer brackets (.u,, . . . . x,,). of 
length 12, x~EM. This follows inducitively from (PZ)(b) and (P3hbj. 
Moreover we get 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. All special brackets 01’ length II we elerne@ts of P,, 
We prove this in (2.14) below. Let 
QncM (2.6i , 
be the subgroup of A4 generated by all double brackets of length K We 
derive from (2.5 j the 
!2.7) COROLLARY. Q,, = P,,+ T,,(M). 
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ProoJ The lemma holds for n < 2. Assume that it holds for n < m. Then 
we get 
Qm=Pm+ C (Qj,Qj) 
i+j=m 
by definition of Q,, and by (2.5). Here we have 
(Qit Qji)=(f’i+ri, f’j+r’)=(Pi, Qjj+ (ri, Pj)+(fi, r’). 
One can suppose i 3 j; for j > 2, Pi c Pi c Ker d, then 
(Qi, Qji,= (Pi, Q.i> + <J’j, ri> +(r;, rj)CPm+rnz. 
We leave the case j= 1 to the reader. 1 
The commutator in M induces the functions 
r,, x r,, --=+ r,, + n, 
n n 
Q, x Qm A Qm + n. 
Moreover, the Peiffer commutator yields by (2.5) the functions 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
For the proof of (2.5) we need a lemma which is a kind of a Jacobi identity. 
To this end we introduce the following notation. For X, y, z E M let 
(2,(x, y, z) c M, k> 3, (2.10) 
be the subgroup generated by all Peiffer brackets (x,, . . . . x,*), with the 
following properties: 
(4 n 3 k, 
(b) x~E{~Y, fyP, +z’:cx,/?,YE~M} for i=l,..., n, 
(c) there exist i,, iz, i, E { 1, . . . . n} with xi, = fxiI, xi1 = +y”, 
xi, = f zi’. 
(2.11) LEMMA. For x, y, z E M we hatie the equations 
(1) (X,O’,i))=((X,I’),z)-((X,-7),JI)+~ 
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vi <t-c .r,,~>-((K .Y>,=>+ (.G<.v,-:)) 
= -((y,x),z)+(L’, (x,z))+L’ with i. i’ E ;,i,(s, J’? rj. 
(3) For 12 3 2 lr,e have P,, = (M, P,, ~, > 4 (P,! ~ i~ M). 
(2.12) Remark. If dl;=O we have (~'~z)=(~.zj so that (Zllj(l\ is 2 
Jacobi ideientity for Peiffer brackets in this case. 0~ the other hand if 2.~ = (3 
we have (s, ~3) = (x, 1.) so that the first two terms of (2.11 )I2 I ca~ei 
yielding the equation 
This equation with 2.v = 0 is equivalent to Eq. (2.lI)i 1) with 21, = 0 sicce 
we can exchange .Y and J‘. 
Proof oj’ (2.11). In the following the elements /I, ii= 1, . . . . 10) iie In 
A1(x, J’- z). In the forthcoming calculation which is long but not difficuir 
we use the linearity rules in (1.10) to get an expansion (2 = - 1. ;i = - J,,)~ 
We have 
84) (x. -J,-z+y+r)= -(.U.rj-(~~y,~)+(g.~)~(‘,~\ 
Sd-til, where 3 = ( (.Y. .r,). ;) - ( (x~ z>? J.>- 
In (4) the commutator of (A-, Z) and (s. ;C) is an &men; in A, sixe 
(51 ~(s,I-), (s, ?)I= ((A:, -j, (x, y),. 
Thus (2.11)( 1) is proved if we check (4). For this we get by (PZ)(a 1 
(6) (-u,(I’,=i)=(x,(~+=)+i?.+Ij) 
=(.u.P+Z)-(~~+~ji-\-+(r,~+t)+j?~+Zji~. 
Here we use (P2 j(b) twice and we get 
(7) (.Y, )’ + z) = (x, 1) + (.Y, y) + ((.L .?,), z-k=-y): 
(8) (x, 7+2) = (x, 5) + (x, y> + ((.I-, ,c)., z’*>. 
In (7) we can replace (XL z) and (x, J’> by the formulas (see (P5)ja)) 
is1 (x, =) = _,f.YL (;<, -> + f-v 
(!oj (s, J} zz -f- (.y. 7) + p 
We first use (91, whence we get by (6), (7j, (81 the equation 
(11) (X,j.l’,-))=--_LiX-(~~~_)+_~-~+(S~?,) 
f((.~,~),-:~")--~:'--?,';‘+(;~,Zj 
+(.~,~)+((-~,~).;“‘)-~!.“iz’;‘ 
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By (P4)(a) and the equality a + b = b + a + (a, 6) applied several times we 
get 
(12) (X,(Y,Z))=A+((x,y),zBX)+((X,y),Zd.r)+~2 
with 
-4 = -p - (.v, 5) + p + (-y, y ) - p - p + B 
B = (x, 2) + (x, j) + p-t zii-y. 
Here we have by (P4)(a) 
(13) (x, y) -zax= -z3s+ (x, y) + ((x, y), -z”“) 
so that 
(14) A=-z”“-(x,z)+(x,J,)+((x,y), -z?-X)-y”“+B 
(15) =-z~“-(x,~)-y~x-(X,j7)+B 
+ ((x, y), -z81) + A3. 
In (15) we use (10) and (P4)(a). As in (13) we get 
p+ (x, 2) = (x, -7) + y”” - ((x, Z), y”“) 
so that by (15) and (P4)(a) 
(16) A=-ziiX-3’P.r-(,~,=)-((X,Ir)+B 
+ ((x, y), -z3X) + ((x, Z), ,I”“) + A,. 
Now (5) and the definition of B yield by (12) 
(17) (x, (y, z)) = ((x, y), P) + ((x, jJ), P) 
+ ((x, y), -z2-K) + ((x, r>, p) + 25. 
By (P5)(b) we have 
(18) (x, (y, z)) = ((x, j), P) + ((x, Z), y”“) +A,. 
Here one gets 
(19) ((x, p>, P) = ((x, ,I), z”“) + A7 
(20) ((x,-‘),J+)= -((x,Z),p)+&. 
These equations follow from (P5) and (P3)(b). Next we have 
(21) ((x, y), Zd.’ ) = ((x, y), z) + 1,. 
For this consider zEx= z+ (3, X) + {x, r) so that by (P2)(b) we get 
(22) ((x, y), zPr >=((x,I’),-‘)+((-~,4’),(z,x))+illo. 
Here we have ((x, y), (z, x))E/~~ by (18). By (18), (19) (20), and (21), 
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Eq. ( 1) in (2.11) is proved. Equation (2) in (2.11) can be proved in the 
same way. Next we prove Eq. (3). E.quivalent to ( ?g) we have 
123) ((x, r), ~3) = (x, (y’“, -P))- ((x, -+‘), I’.‘) +i;i 
We use this formula for the proof of 
(241 I (Pifk, pj>c Cpi+j, pk)+ Cp!v ?;-/09 
where j 3 2 and j>k. Let .YEP~, JEEP,, ~0~: then 
and for j 3 2 we have (~1 m~i.Y, -z) = (J,- c?-y, -z) so that 
(x, (p, 2)) E (P;, P,,,). 
ft remains to consider & in (23) or equivalently i6 in (IS). The calculz 
from (6) to (18) shows that I6 is created by commuting terms in P;, ,+i 
with other terms, which gives elements in (P, + iT k, P, j with ! >, j or ! 3 k, 
and by terms of the form 
((.U. y), (X., 2)) E (pi+,7 Pitk j. 
So if j > 2 and j > k we get the inclusion (24). 
We now can use (24) for the proof of (3 ). If fi >M 32 -we have 
(P,,, P,,,) = (P,,,, P,) since 8P,, = dP,, = 0. Now take j = PZ, i-k k = 3; in 
(24). An easy induction on nl shows 
(25) (P,,P,,)c(P1,P,*+,,,~I)f(P,,-,,,-,.P:) 
Now (1.13) yields (3). 0 
(2.13 ) COROLLARY. Consider elements x, J’ E M sati.@ng 
(1) x E Pi, j’ E rj 
(2) x E I-;, J E Pj 
(3) x E I’- ,: y E r, 
Theit we haue (x, y ) E Pi+ j. 
ProDJ: We prove (1) by induction on j. For j = 1 there is nothing to 
prove. Now suppose (1) true for j’ < j and consider y = (a, 6) with G E .!rr~ 
~cz-P: (r+s=j). Then (2.11)(l) shows 
(41 (x,(a,b))=((s,a),b)-((x.bj.a)+,L 
Here ~EP,+~ by the induction hypothesis. Also ((x, a), t;) and 
((x, 17), Q) are elements in Pi+ j by the induction hypothesis. This proves 
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(2.13) for x, y in (1) since (P2)(b) gives the result for a sum of com- 
mutators in rj. 
Similarly we get (2.13) for x, J' in (2j. 
Now consider x, 1’ in (3). Then again by (P2)(b) it is enough to suppose 
~9 = (a, b) as above and we get (4). By induction on i + j we know that 
(Y, aP), (aP, xa), (aP, by), (b”, a”), (xa, b;‘), and (by, x’) are elements 
in Pi+,, P,,,, and Pi+,, respectively. Thus (1) and (2) show that the terms 
on the right hand side of (4) are elements in Pi+ j. 1 
(2.14) Proof of (2.5). The result is clear for y1= 2. Now assume (2.5) 
holds for II <HI. Then we have to show that (x, y) E P, if x E Qi, y E Qj, 
i+ j= m. Now (2.7) shows (since i-c 112, j< M) that Qi= Pi+ Ti and 
(2, = P, + rj. Thus it is enough to prove (x, ~2) E P,, for the three cases (1), 
(2), and (3) in (2.13). Thus (2.13) yields the result. 1 
3. PARTIAL LIE ALGEBRAS AND THE QUOTIENTS 
OF THE PEIFFER CENTRAL SERIES 
The properties of the Peiffer central series lead to the notion of a “partial 
Lie algebra” which generalizes the classical notion of a Lie algebra. 
The group A @ B denotes the tensor product of abelian groups A, B. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. A Lie algebra (L, [ , 1) is given by an abelian group 
L and by a homomorphism [ , ] : L 0 L --f L such that for x, ~1, z E L the 
equations 
(1) [x, x] = 0 and 
(2) [[x, y], L] = [x, [y, z]] - [y, [x, z]] 
hold. Let Lie be the category of Lie algebras; maps in Lie are 
homomorphisms f with f[x, ~1 = [I&c, fy]. 
We introduce the following generalization of Lie algebras. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. A partial Lie algebra (R, L, ( , ) ) is an abelian group 
R, a subgroup L, and a homomorphism ( , ) : R 0 R + L such that the 
following properties are satisfied (x, y, z E R): 
(1) (x,x) =o for XEL. 
(2) ((-~,I’),~)=<x, <v,z>>-(J,, (,‘c,z)) for MEL. 
Let par Lie be the category of partial Lie algebras; maps are 
homomorphisms f: R -+ R’ with f(L) c L’ and f( x, ?: ) = (fx, 1~). 
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Ciearly, a partial Lie algebra (R, L, ( , )) is the same as a Lie algebra 
when R = L. Moreover, the subgroup (L, ( , )) of a partial Lie algebra is 
always a Lie algebra. The following example of a Lie algebra is classical. 
(3.3) EXAMPLE. Let M be a group and !et 
ill L.w= 0 (J-,,:r,,+ ii 
12 > I 
with I-,, = T,(M) be given by the quotients in the lower central series of 34. 
The commutator (2.8) induces a homomorphism 
and thus a homomorphism 
(2) c, 1:~.\,0~,!+~,, 
It is well known that (&, [ , ] ) is a Lie algebra. This follows readily from 
the Witt-Hall identities ( 1.9 ). Clearly lMab = rl :f2, so that we have the 
canonical injection 
(3) i 1 At,1 ab - L,f 
of abelian groups. 
Similarly as in this example we obtain below a partial Lie algebra by the 
quotients of the Peiffer central series. Let 2: M -+ N be a pre-crossed 
module and let P,Z = P,,(2) be defined as in ( 1.13 ). Let 
Then the kernel of the associated crossed module 
is a rc-module. Also the abelianization 
C=(P,JPJb=icf/Q2 (3.5) 
is a x-module by (x} ix;’ = {x” > for x E M, x E N. Moreover, we show 
(3.6) LEMMA. For n 2 2 the quotient groups Qn:/Qni L and P,/P,,+ l a?-~ 
7-i-modules. 
Proqf Let x, J’E P,. We have to show (‘x. -3~) E P,,, r. In fact, since 
2x = 0 we have 
(x, I’)= (x, y)EPznCP,,+I. 
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Moreover, let c( EN with c( = I%, s E M. Then we get for J? E P, the element 
(x,J’)= -x-J~+x+J,“EP,,+,. 
Thus in P,,/P, + 1 we have 
since P,, JP,, + , is abelian. This shows that the action of N on P,, induces an 
action of rt on P,/P, + , . A similar proof is available for Qn/Qn+ 1. 1 
There is the following basic example of a partial Lie algebra. 
(3.7) EXAMPLE. For the pre-crossed module 8: M+ N let Kc C be the 
rr-submodule given by the image of ker(dc’) in C, see (3.5). Let 
(1) 
&=CO 0 (P,/P,+l) 
,I 2 2 
L,=KO 0 (PJPn+I) 
II>2 
be given by the quotients of the Peiffer central series. The Peiffer bracket 
(2.9 j induces a bilinear map (n, m 3 1) 
and thus a homomorphism 
(2) (, >: R,@R,+L,. 
Here we set ({x}, {~})={(x,J~)~ for XEP,, REP, with {x}EC for 
n=l and {x}EP,/P,+~ for n > 1. Moreover, we have the injection of pairs 
of abelian groups 
(3) i: (C, K) - (R,, La). 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. (R,, L,, ( ) )) in (3.7) is a partial Lie algebra. 
Proof. In fact, (3.2)( 1) is satisfied since for ax = 0 we have (x, X) = 
(x, x) =0 for XE M. Moreover, (3.2)(2) is satisfied since we can apply 
(2.11) and (P4)(a). 1 
We point out that the second equation in (2.11) yields no further 
“universal” equation for ( , ) in (2); see (2.12). Clearly, by (3.6) the 
abelian groups Rii and L, are also n-modules and the bracket (2) satisfies 
(a, 6)” = (a”, b”) 
for a, bERP, a~xr; see (Pl). 
(3.9) 
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/ -3 
1: 
4. FREE PARTIAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
A well known theorem of Witt [24] shows l:hat the quotients of the 
central series of a free group form a free Lie algebra. In this section we 
describe our main result on the Peiffer central series, which generalizes the 
theorem of Witt. 
We have the forgetful functor @ from the category Lie of Lie algebras to 
the category Ab of abelian groups. We recall the construction of the left 
adjoin1 L: Ab ---f Lie of @. Hence we have the natural inciusion of abeiian 
groups 
where L(C) is called the free Lie algebra generated by C. For the construc- 
tion of L(C) we use the 
(4.2) DEFINITION. The jkee mm-assocfutire sigebra A(C) is inductively 
defined by 
A’(C)=C 
(1) 
A’(C) = @ A’(C) Q .4’(C) 
i+j=, 
A(C)= 0 A’(G). 
i> I 
For each bracket c = ( . . ), of length n we have the inclusion 
(2) i,: C@“=CQ . . . QC - ;4”(C) 
such that A”(C) = @ C On is the direct sum over all c. 
Let I, be the homogeneous two sided ideal in A(G) gerierate 
elements 
for x, I’, z E A(C). Then L( Cj is the quotient 
The Lie bracket in L(C) is induced by the multiplication 0 on A(C) and 
the inclusion (4.1) is induced by A’(C) w A(C). Let 
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be the image of -4,,(C) in L(C). Clearly L(C) is the direct sum of all L”(C), 
n>l, with L’(C)=C. 
In a similar way we obtain free partial Lie algebras as we construct the 
left adjoint R: Abz + par Lie to th e f orgetful functor @ from the category 
par Lie of partial Lie algebras to the category Ab, of pairs of abelian 
groups.- Objects in Ab, are pairs (C, K), where K is a subgroup of the 
abelian group C and morphisms f: (C, K) -+ (C’, K’) are homomorphisms 
f: C -+ C’ with f(K) c K’. The forgetful functor Q, carries (R, L, ( , )) to 
the pair (R, L). Hence we have the natural inclusion of pairs of abelian 
groups 
CC, K) -(R(C,K),L(C,KL<, >)=R(C,K), (4.5) 
where R(C, K) is also called the free partial Lie algebra generated by 
(C, K). We define R(C, K) as the quotient 
WC, K) = A(C)II,. (4.6 1 
Here I, is the homogeneous two sided ideal in A(C) generated by the 
elements 
JJO y 
for x, JJ, z E A(C) with 
~EK@ @ A”(C)=A(C, K). 
na2 
Let L(C, K) be the image of A(C, K) in R(C, K). The bracket 
<, ):R(C,K)OR(C,K)-,L(C,K) 
is induced by the multiplication @ on A(C). Let 
R”( C, K) c R( C, K) (4.7) 
be the image of A”(C) in R(C, K). This yields for n = 1 the inclusion (4.5) 
of pairs of abelian groups. Clearly R( C, C) = L( C, C) = L(C) in case K = C. 
Moreover, R(C, K) is the direct sum of all R”( C, K), n 3 1, with 
R’( C, K) = C and L( C, K) is the direct sum of K and of all R”( C, K), n k 2. 
For a group M the inclusion (3.3)(3) induces a surjective homo- 
morphism 
i: L(Mab) + LM (4.8 1 
between Lie algebras. A classical theorem of Witt [24] may be stated as 
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In particular L”(Mab) 2 r,,;!r,, I I for r,, = r,;,(M). Compare also [3]. 
We now extend this result to the case of the eiffer central series. In fact. 
for a pre-crossed module 2: M + N the inclusion (3.7)(3) induces a surjec- 
tive homomorphism 
i: (R(C, K), L(C, K)) - (R,. Li) (4.13) 
between partial Lie algebras. This homomorphism is equivariant with 
respect to the action of n. Here the action of 71 on C induces an action on 
R(C> K) since (C, K) is a pair of rc-moduies and since R is a functor. 
Ciearly, in R(C, K) Eq. (3.9) is satisfied. 
We now are ready to formulate the main result of this paper. 
i: R”(C, K) - P,;!f’,+ 1 (?2 3 2 i, 
dzfined b?, (4. lo), is ml isomorphism 
Clearly, for (7 =0 the theorem holds by the result of Wit, see (1.15;. “We 
prove Theorem (4.11) in (7.14) below. 
Now we consider the case n = 2 in (4.11). Let A be an abelian group and 
let ;I : A -+ T(A) be the universal quadratic map in the sense of hitehead 
[a;]. We obtain a natural homomorphism 
by the condition r?(a) = a @ a, a E A. If A is free abelian r is an injection 
onto the symmetric part of A @A. The inclusion Kc C in (4.11) yields the 
injection 
s:l-(K)+K@KcC@C. 
One readily verifies that there is a natural isomorphism 
R=( C, K) = (C @ C)irl-R 
For X= C this corresponds to the classical isomorphism 
L’(C)=C A C=c@C;zl-C, 
(4.13: 
(4.14) 
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where C A C is the exterior product. The restriction of Theorem (4.9) in 
degree 2 yields the well known isomorphism 
c A c = L*(c) 2 r*(M)/r,(M), (4.15) 
where A4 is a free group and where C= Mab. This is a special case of the 
isomorphism 
(CO cj/cK= R2(C, K) z P2(l?)/P3(8) (4.16) 
given by (4.13) and i2 in (4.11). The isomorphism (4.16) was originally 
proved by a geometric argument in [2], where it is used to construct mini- 
mal algebraic models of 4-dimensional CW-complexes. An algebraic 
application of the isomorphism (4.16) is given in [6]. 
5. BASIC PEIFFER COMMUTATORS 
We describe an additive basis in a free partial Lie algebra and we use 
this basis for a collecting process with respect to Peiffer commutators. 
It is well known that the free Lie algebra L(C) is a free abelian group 
when C is free abelian. A basis of the group L(C) can be obtained as 
follows. Let Z be a basis of C and let 
i: B(Z) + (L(C), C 5 I) 
be the map between magmas induced by the inclusion i: Zc Cc L(C). 
(5.1) DEFINITION. A subset b(Z) of B(Z) is called a set of basic corn- 
mutators on Z if the restriction i: b(Z) -+ L(C) of I above is a basis of the 
free abelian group L(C). 
The basis theorem of M. Hall [ 111 shows that such sets of basic com- 
mutators exist. In particular, the following inductive procedure yields such 
a set. 
(5.2)(a) EXAMPLE. We construct a subset b”(Z) inductively as follows. 
For IZ = 1 let b’(Z) = Z. We choose a well ordering < of Z. Now assume 
6’ = b’(Z) is defined for r < n and assume the union 
U”-‘=b’ub’u . . . ubn-’ 
is well ordered, n 3 2. Then b”(Z) is the set of all brackets [x, ~11 with the 
properties 
(a) xeb’(Z), yEbj(Z), and i+j=n 
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(b) x>j: 
(c) If x = [x’, x”] then X” < J’. 
Now we choose a well ordering of U” = U”+ ’ ti b”(Z’) which extends the 
one of U” ~ ’ and which satisfies -5”‘~ ’ < h”(Z). The union b(Z) of all b”(Zj- 
n 2 1, is a set of basic commutators in the sense of (5.1); see .[12]. 
(5.2)(b) ExAhmE. The construction of a set of basic commutators 
in (5.2)(a) can be slightly generalized by using a grading on the set of 
generators Z. Let Z = {Z,: i> 1 f be a graded ser. Then we define 
h”(.Zj = 6” inductively as follows. We choose a well ordermg < of Zi and 
let b’(Z) = Z,. Assume b’(Z) is defind for I’ < >? and that 
&l” - 1 = hi ” I ” b” ~- !
is well ordered, n 3 2. Then 
h”(Z) = z,, u !I;;. 
Here bg is the set of all brackets [x, 1’) with the properties (a;, (b), (c) m 
(5.2)(a). Now we choose a well ordering of L:” = E,‘“- ’ in b’!(Z) which 
:xtends the one of li+’ and such that c’” -’ < cl”(Z). The union b(Z) of 
ail h”(Z), iz > 1, is a set of basic commutators in the sense of (5.1). We 
prove this as follows. 
Pvo~~ of (5.2)(b). Let Z’ be the disjoint union of all sets Z,, t >, 1, and 
of an element t. Let L’ be the free Lie algebra generated by Z’ and let t 
be the free Lie algebra generated by the disjoint union of all Zi, i> 1. V1.c 
have a Lie algebra injection 
/9:L >--iL’ 
which carries -? E Zi to the bracket 
of length i: see Chap. II, Section 2 in 131. Now b(Z’), defined as in (5,2)(a ), 
is a basis of L’ which via q contains b(Z) defined in (5.2)(b). 
Next we consider an additive basis in a free partial Lie algebra. In ftm, 
we will show that the free partial Lie algebra R(C, K) is a free abeiian 
group if C is free abelian and if K is a direct summand of C, Let Z be a 
basis Gf C which contains a basis Z, of K. Then we have the map 
I: B(Z) + (R(C, K), ( ) ),i 
between magmas induced by Z c C c R( C. K). 
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(5.3) DEFINITION. A subset b(Z, Z,) of B(Z) is called a set of basic 
Peiffer conzmutators on (Z, Z,) if the restriction i: b(Z, Z,) + R(C, K) of 
I above is a basis of the free abelian group R(C, K). Let b”(Z, Z,) be the 
subset of b(Z, Z,) of all brackets of length n. The following inductive 
procedure yields such a set of basic Peiffer commutators. 
(5.4) EXAMPLE. Let Z, = Z - Z,. We construct a subset b”(Z, Z,) of 
B(Z) inductively as follows. For y1= 1 let b’(Z, Z,) = Z. We choose a well 
ordering of Z with Z, < Z,. Now assume b’ = b’(Z, Z,) is defined for 
r < n and assume the union 
ci”-‘=bLubzu . . ub”-’ 
is well ordered, IZ 2 2. Then b”(Z, Z,) is the set of all brackets [x, ~1 with 
the properties 
(a) xeb’, yEbJ with i+ j=n. 
(b) .u>J’ if x$Z, and 1v$Z,. 
(c) If x= [x’, x”] with x’$Z, and x”$ Z, then x” d y. 
(d) If x E Z, and if II= [y’, ~“1 then y’ E Z,. 
Now we choose a well ordering of U” = U”- i v b” which extends that of 
lJ”- i and which satisfies U”- i <b”. The set b(Z, 2,) is the union of all 
b”(Z, Z,). In particular, we get 
(e) b2(Z, Z,) = [Z,, Z] u [Z,, Z,] u ([x, y] : X, YE Z,, x > y} 
(f) b3(Z, Z,) = L-z,, Cz,, zll u CC-Z z,l, zl u CCZ,, z,l, zl u 
{ [[i, li’], U] : Z, U, II’ E Z,, Z > 11’ < U >. 
We point out that for Z = Z, this definition of b(Z, Z,) coincides with 
the one in (5.2) since Z, = d is the empty set in this case. 
(5.5) THEOREM. The set b(Z, Z,) constructed in (5.4) is a set of basic 
Peiffer commutators, see (5.3). In particular, byz, Z,) is a basis of the free 
abelian group R”(C, K), see (4.7). 
In case C= K this result coincides with the basis theorem for free Lie 
rings of M. Hall [ 111. We prove (5.5) in (6.12) below; in addition the next 
lemma gives an explicit procedure to express any element of R(C, K) as a 
linear combination of basic Peiffer brackets. 
(5.6) LEMMA. b”(Z, Z,) generates R”( C, Kj, n > 1. 
Proqfi We say that an element of R”(C, K) is in “standard form” if it 
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is a linear combination of elements in h”(Z, Z,). Clearly (5.6) is true for 
II = 1. Now suppose (5.6) is true for all degrees 1, . . . . II - i. ‘We shall reduce 
to standard form by a canonical process which will be sez to leave .Z 
unchanged if /1 is in standard form. 
First step: Let 
be in standard forms, where the u’s and u’s are in h(Z, Z,i. Put 
Second step: If u $ Z, and L’ $ Z, put 
44) (u, 1:) =o if 1: = I 
(5) (II, L’ ) = - ( ‘:, u ) if II < ~7 
46) (u, L!) = (u, 1:) if EL > I’. 
Third step: If II = (3, ~7) with 2 $2, and it’+ Z,, and ir^ u > 1’ for tl+ Z,, 
Put 
(7) (Ll, L’) = ((z, II’), c) if I!’ < i’ 
(8j (if, 6) = - ((ii’, Ll)$ 2) + ((L lj)q v) if I!‘ > 0. 
Fourth step: If LIE Z, and c = (s, y> put 
49) ( L4, 1’ ) = (If, (x, 1’ > > if XEZ. h 
(10) (i~,c)=((u,?c),~)-((:(, .r).xj if -‘+z,. 
Fifth step: Return to the first step and repeat the process until nothing 
but linear combination of elements in b”(Z, Z,) remain. 
One can check that the above process terminattes. From the definition in 
(5.4) it is clear that expressions A in standard form are left unaltered by thz 
canonical process above, and that expressions left unaltered are in standard 
form. 
We derive from (5.5 ) and (4.11) a “basis theorem” which generalizes 
P. Wall’s basis theorem for collecting processes in free groups; see fcr 
example p. 343 in [ 141. 
Let M + N be a free pre-crossed modtile on a free group N= (Z, > and 
assume M = (Z, x N) is the free N-group generated by the set Z,. By 
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(1.28) we can choose a basis Z of the free abelian group C which extends 
a basis Z, of K. Moreover, we choose an injection 
i:(Z,Z,)-,(M,kerJ) (5.7) 
for which h2pi is the inclusion Zc C; see (1.22) and (1.25). The map i 
induces the map 
between magmas. With the notation in (5.3) we get the following “basis 
theorem for Peiffer commutators.” 
(5.8) THEOREM. The map 
qi: b”(Z, Z,) --, Plya) --n Pn(a)/Px+ya) 
(given by i aboce) is a basis of the free abelian group P”(8)/P” + ‘(8 j, n b 2. 
The following corollary is an easy consequence since P, c ker(a) --tt K is 
a short exact sequence. 
(5.9) COROLLARY. Any element WE ker(a) has a unique representation 
(n31) 
nb.b 
> 
+ V,z+I, 
where V,, + , E P,l + 1 (a). The sunz is defined via an ordering < of the set b(lzj 
wirh b(l)= Z, and b(n)= 6”(Z, Z,) for n >2; see (5.3). On!l, a finite 
number of integers nb are non-trioial and the integers nb are uniquely deter- 
mined by W’ and by the ordering < 
6. THE ENVELOPING LIE ALGEBRA OF A PARTIAL LIE ALGEBRA 
In this section we introduce &Lie algebras and we use them to define 
enveloping Lie algebras. We show that in the free case the canonical map 
to enveloping Lie algebra is injective. This also leads to a proof of the basis 
theorem (5.5) above for free partial Lie algebras. 
(6.1) DEFINITION. A &Lie algebra is a Lie algebra (L, [ , 1) endowed 
with a group homomorphism d: L -+ L satisfying a [x, y] = 0 for ,Y, y E L. 
Let d-Lie be the category of &Lie algebras. Morphisms are maps ,f in Lie 
with fiT=2f; see (3.1). 
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We obtain free &Lie algebras as follows. Let Pair ( 
of Fairs in Ab. Objects are homomorphisms d: Cr 4 
groups and morphisms f: d 4 d’ are pairs f = 4 .f>, 
with d[f, = f;d. We have the forgetful functor @: 
carries iI,. [ ~ 1, 3) to ii. Let L: Pair (Ab) -+ S-Lie be the left adjoint of @. 
Hence one has the natural map in Pair (Ab) 
d- L(d), d: cz- Cl, (6,” -b 
where L(d) is also called the free S-Lie aigebrci generated by d Using the 
free Lie algebra in (4.1) we have 
L(d)=(L(C,@C,,,?j (4.3 j 
with 7 given by the commutative diagram 
Let i = (i:, i, ): d 4 L.(d) be given by the inclusions jl;, i! and let p2 be the 
unique Lie algebra map which extends the projection C, @ C, -+ C1. Hex 
the Lie bracket on C, is trivial. One readily checks that i= (i2. il) has ?he 
universal property of a free &Lie algebra as in (6.2). 
For a ?-Lie algebra (L, [ , 1, 8 ) we define a homomorphism 
(, ): L@L+ker(S) by 
(x. y) = [x, J-1 - [Sx, y] = [.x - ?.v. JS]. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) LEMMA. The triple (L, ker(S), ( , ) ) i.7 a partia! Lie aigebvc; SET 
(3.2). 
Prooj: For 2.x = 0 we get 
(1) (x, x) = [s, x] - yo, s] = 0. 
oreot’er, for 2~ = 0 we get 
(21 ((x. y), z) = (x, (J, z)) - (:Y, (x: = j). 
In fact iLie have 
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(s, (y, z)) = [x, (y, z)] - [ax, (y, z)] 
= [x, [4’, z]] - [ax, [y, z]] 
-(4’, (x,z))= -[y, (S,i)] 
= -[y, [x, z]] + [y, [ax, z]]. 
Now the Jacobi identity for [[x, ~1, z] and [[ax, 1~1, z], respectively, 
shows that (2) is satisfied. i 
Now let ~0: d-Lie + par Lie be the functor from &Lie algebras to partial 
Lie algebras given by (6.5) and let 
2 : par Lie -+ d-Lie 16.6) 
be given by the following construction: 
P’(R) is a quotient of L(d) where d: R + R/L is the quotient map. The 
following diagram commutes: 
L pker(a) 
R --f--+ cP’(R)=L(d)/l 
d 
I 
B 
I 
R/L -:---&f(R) 
The map i, is induced by i since i(L) c ker(8). Moreover, I is the two sided 
ideal in L(d) generated by i(s, y) - [i-u, iy] + [six, iy], x, y E R. 
(6.7) LEMMA. 9 is the left adjoint of 0. 
Hence we have for a partial Lie algebra R = (R, L, ( ) )) a d-Lie algebra 
(Z(R), [I, ],a) endowed with the natural (adjunction) map 
i: (R, L, ( , >I -, (P(R), ker(JL ( , )) (6.8) 
between partial Lie algebras. We call the map i the enoeloping Lie algebra 
of the partial Lie algebra R. 
As an example we consider the free partial Lie algebra R( C, K) in (4.5 ). 
In this case we get the quotient map d: C + C/K and the free S-Lie algebra 
L(d) = (L(C/K@ C), 8). Moreover, the inclusion of pairs 
i: (C, K) + (L(d), ker 8) 
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i/ 
induces a unique map 
i: R(C, K) + (L(C/KO C), ker 2.. ( . > i (6.” i 
between partial Lie algebras. since R(C, Ki is free. Et is clear that this map 
is the enveloping Lie algebra of R( C, Kj with 
L( C/K@ cj = d?R( c, K) fS.iOj 
since YR is the composition of two adjoiat functors. 
(4.11) THEOREM. Let C befiee abeliaan arrd iet K be ci direct swmatid q,s 
C. The?? the map 7 in (6.9) is injectiue. 
Proo$ By definition in (4.7) and (14.4) we have the restriction (see i6.4)) 
(1) i: R”( C, Kj -+ L”( C/K@ C) 
which is clearly the inclusion Cc C/KS C for !z = 1. It is enough to show 
that (1) is injective for n > 2 or equivalently that 
121 i: L( C, K) + L(CiX@ C) 
is injective. Let Z, be a basis of K and let Z = Z, u ZR be a basis of C. 
A Lie generator of the first kind in L(C, X) is either an element of Z, or 
an element 
(3) (x,, (x2, . . . . (x,,, y)... )) EL!C, K) 
with sh- E Z,, I < k < n, and J: E Z. Moreover, a Lie gmerator oJf rite seco:d 
kind in UC, K) is an element of the form 
(4) (... ((z, I:~>, y2), . . . . y,,) E UC, Ki. 
where .;‘i E Z,. 1 < id n, and where z is a Lie generator of the first kind. 
For rz = 0 the elements in (4) coincide with the elements in (3 ). 
(5) LEMMA. The set z qf Lie generators q/’ the second kirzd generares 
L(C. K) as a Lie algebra. 
Proof of (5). We consider 
L[z]cL(C, K)=K@ @ R”(C, K). 
n2l 
ere L[Z] denotes the Lie subalgebra in L(C, X) generated by Z. Clear& 
Xc L[Z]. Moreover R’(C, K) c L[Z]. In fact, R’(C, K) is additively 
generated by (z’, z” ), where z’, z” E Z. 
Now we have three cases: (a) z’ E Z, and z” E Z,, (b 12’ E Z, and z” E Z, 
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(ci z ‘EZ~ and z” eZR. Here (a) yields a Lie bracket in L[Z], (bj yields 
a first kind generator, and (c) yields a second kind generator in 2. We now 
assume that Rk(C, K) c L[z] holds for 2 <k < n and we consider the 
additive generators 
(24, v) = (z’“, . ..) z (‘z))c E R”(C, K), 
where zci) E Z, 1 d i < n. If u $ Z, and u $ Z, then (u, u) is a Lie bracket of 
elements II, u~L.[z] and thus an element in L[z]. Now suppose UEZ, 
and 14~ R”-’ (C, K) c L[Z]. Then either u E Z and (21, tl) E 2 by (4) or 
(6) u= 5 (u~,u~) 
k=l 
with u;, u; E L[Z] so that (u, u) is a linear combination of the elements 
(7) ((uk, u;>, u) = (l&, (u[, 0)) - (ui, (ul, 21)). 
Here (14;~ u), (u;, u) are elements in L[z] by induction, whence also 
(u,u)~L[z] by (7). Finally suppose L~EZ~ and UER”~‘(C,K)~L[~]. 
Then we get v E Z or 
(8) v= i (v;,v;) 
k=l 
with U’ k, vi E L[z]. In the latter case we have 
(9) (4 (40 ui)) = ((11, Li;), v;> + (v;, (u, vi)) 
with (u, vk), (u, v;i’) EL[Z] by induction so that (u, v) EL[Z] by (9). 
Moreover, for u E Z, o of the first kind, we get (u, u) E 2 by (3) and for 
v E Z, v of the second kind, we have v = (v’, v” ) with U” E Z, and v’ E Z by 
(4). We now use the Jacobi identity for (u, (u’, v”)) as in (9). Then 
clearly (u’, (u, v”) ) E L[z]. Moreover, ( (11, d ), ~7”) E L[Z], since we 
can apply the same argument as in (6 j above, where we replace u by 
(u, u’ ) and v by u”. This completes the proof of (5). 1 
For the proof of (6.11) we use the next lemma; see Chap. II, Section 2, 
No. 9 in [3]. 
(10) LEMMA. Let X be a set, S a subset of X, and let L(X) be the free 
Lie algebra generated by X. Then the subset T = T(X, S) of all elements 
cs,, cs,, ... CCS,,? xl...ll, 112 0, 
with sj E S, 1< j < n, and x E X - S generate a Lie subalgebra L[ T] of L( X) 
which is actually a free Lie algebra generated bJ7 T; that is, L[ T] = L(T). 
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It.iil? Sj E S, 1 < j < 12, and x E X - S. 
Now we continue the proof of (6. I1 ). The free abelian group CjK@ C 
has the basis 
(12) w=z,uz,‘uz;,. 
Here Zk is the set of all elements S = I - ?x E C!K@ C. x E Z,. Re~call that 
S is the projection 8: C + C/K. The map 
I: L(C. K) + L( C/K@ C) = L( 11’1 
carries a Lie generator of the first kind to the clement 
u31 i(x,, ...r (x,,, y)... ) = [S:. . ..) [i-,,, ;,I..~ 1: 
see (6.4). This element is an element in T= 7J U’, Zkj: see (i0). Moreover, 
since Z, c T we get the inclusion 
(14) i(L(C, Kj)cL(TjcL(W). 
IIere we use (9) and ( 10). Let T’ = T’( r, Z,) be given by r and ( ;L 1). Then 
we get the inclusions 
(15) I( L( C, K)) c L( T’ ) c L( 27 c LI( W): 
where i(Z), see (5), is a subset of T’. In fact. i: Z + T’ is a bijection. Thus 
(16) i: L( C, K) --+ L( I-‘; 
is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of (6.11); see (2 ). 
Theorem (5.5) is a corollary of (6.11) 
(6. I2 j Proof of (5.5). We introduce the graded set FF= ( V,,: ?E 3 I ) as 
follows. Let V, = Z, and let V,, be the set of all Lie generators of the 
second kind in R”( C, K), 77 2 2. We claim that 
b”( I/) = b”(Z, Z,), n 3 2. 
Here the left hand side is defined by (5.2)(b) and the right hand side is the 
set defined in (5.4). We see that the equation holds simply by comparing 
the definitions of both sides. Now (5.2)(b) implies the proposition of 
(5.5j. 
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7. &LIE ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED TO PRE-CROSSED MODULES 
AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM( 4.11) 
A pre-crossed module d: M + N yields the semi-direct product N K M of 
groups. The Lie algebra L,, ,,,, g iven by the lower central series of N K M, 
is actually a J-Lie algebra and the canonical map A4 -+ N K M induces a 
map between partial Lie algebras Ra + (LNKI\I, a). This map is the crucial 
ingredient in our proof of Theorem (4.11). 
Let a: M+ N be a pre-crossed module. From the N-group M we derive 
the semi-direct product N K M. This is the product set NK M with the 
group structure + given by ((cI, x), (p, I!) E N K M) 
(cf, x) + (b, y) = (a + p, XB + I’). 
We have the split short exact sequence of groups 
MA NKM<PN 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
with i(x) = (0, x), p(cr, x) = a, and s(u j = (a, 0). Since .a is a pre-crossed 
module we also have the induced homomorphism 
&NKM+N (7.3) 
with 8(~, x) = CI + J(x). One readily checks by (1.1) that a actually is a 
homomorphism. We now observe that i carries a Peiffer commutator 
(x, y) to a sum of commutators; in fact 
i(x, y) = (ix, iy) + (iy, s ax). (7.4) 
We check this by the equations 
i(x, y ) = i( -x - y + x + J@) 
= (0, -x) + (0, -1’) + (0, x) + (0, I+) 
=(O, -x)+(0, -y)+(O,x)+(O,y) 
-~0,~:~-~il~,0~+~0,~~+~a~~,0~ 
in N K M. Equation (7.4) implies that the map i carries the Peiffer central 
series P,(J) to the central series T,(N K M). Thus i induces the map 
on the quotients of these central series; see (3.3) and (3.7). Since rl/r2 is 
abelian the map i: P,/P, + rl/r2 actually factors over C= (P1/P2)“b so 
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that i, in (7.5) is well defined. We use the map 8 in (7.3) for the definitioc 
of the composition 2: 
ere il and p1 are the inclusion and projection for Ti!:Tz = (NK M)““; see 
(3.3). Clearly a[-~, ~11 =0 for x, JEIZ.~-~.\~ since P~[.T, J,] =O, Thus 
(L ,%.K.1,9 [ ~ 1. 2) is a natural &Lie algebra asso::ia~ed to ?: M-+ LV; see (6’1 i. 
Moreover, Eq. (7.4) implies 
( 7.7 I LEMMA. The nmp i, in (7.5) is a mzp betlteen parrial Lie a.i,&m: 
see (3.8) and (6.5). 
Pro:$ It is clear that i,L., c ker(S) by the definition of K in (3.7). 
Moreover, we have by (7.4) and by definition of the Lie bracket in L:,,,PtT 
the following equations. Let 
(I) 
Here we have 2x = 0 for ?? 3 2 since c?P, = 0. Ths we get for tz > 2 
(21 I, (5, t1) = [i,e, i,qJ 
and we get for f7 = 1 
(31 i,(5,11>=[i,5.i,r~]+[i,rl,!;“~sII 
with 
(4) (si?.~s,\={siTix) =(Gjcir<=i-?i..+~. 
ere the last equation holds by (7.6) since M = 1. Now (2) and (3) show by 
definition of 2 in (7.6) that 
(5) i, (c? tj) = [i,<, i,q] - [?I,<. i*q] 
since ?t, < = 0 for n 3 2. This shows by (6,4) [hat 
i,<;, v>= (i,il, i,il). 
We now consider the free case. Let i”: M + ?J be a free pre-crossed 
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module on a free group N = (Z,) with M= (Zz x N); see (1.3) and 
(1.18). In this case the semi-direct product NK A4 is the free group 
N#M= (ZluZz) (7.8) 
generated by the disjoint union Z, u Zz. Let C:, = C,, OECn, e*7 be the free 
abelian group generated by Z, (n = 1, 2) (see (1.22)), and let 
d;=&@l:c;+c; (7.9) 
be induced by d, in (1.22). One readily checks by the theorem of Witt (see 
(4.9)) that (7.6) is the free &Lie algebra generated by di (see (6.3)); that 
is, 
L*,&+j z L(c; 0 G). (7.10) 
Moreover, the following diagram of maps between partial Lie algebras 
commutes: 
R( C, K) i L( C; @ C;) 
4 
s 
I 
(7.11) 
R, i, LNaM 
Here i, is the map in (7.5) and i is the map in (4.10). Moreover, j is the 
unique map between partial Lie algebras which extends 
j:(Cz,K)~(C;,K’)c(L(Ci@C”),kerd), (7.12) 
where K’ = kernel(d;) and where 4 is the quotient map; recall that C, = C 
by (1.25). 
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem (4.11) which states that i 
in (7.11) is an isomorphism. This result is an easy consequence of the 
following two lemmas. 
(7.13) LEMMA. Suppose that i3 : M + N is a free pre-crossed module on a 
jFee group N and suppose a is surjective. Then t in (7.11) is injective. 
Proof. The surjectivity of d implies that 4 in (7.12) is the identity and 
that d2 = d; in (7.9) is surjective. Thus C’, = C, = C,/K. This shows that j 
in (7.11) coincides with the injective map in (6.9) and (6.11). Thus the com- 
mutativity of (7.11) shows that i in (7.11) is injective. 1 
(7.14) LEMMA. It is enough to prove Theorem (4.11) in case a : M -+ N is 
surjective. 
CENTRAL SERIES IN GROUPS WITH OPERATORS 
Clearly by (7.13) this completes the proof of (4.11 i. 
Pmc$ We have P,( A4 -+ N) = P,(M --t+ i?M); see Remark ( 1.16). Then 
this lemma is a consequence of the following one: 
Pmof (see [ 10, Proposition 1 j). Let 6 : X-t N be a basis for S and let 
T be a set of representatives of classes of N modElo SM. De& 
6’: xx T + d&f by c?‘(x, r) = -t + 6x + t. Then it is easy to see that the 
map (x, t) --f .Y’ induces an isomorphism between the free pre--crossed 
module on ~5’ and M -++ I?M. 
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